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Econophysics: An Introduction. Sitabhra Sinha, Arnab Chat-
terjee, Anirban Chakraborti, and Bikas K. Chakraborti.
369 pp. Wiley-VCH, Weinheim, Germany, 2011. Price:
$100.00 (paperback) ISBN 978-3-527-40815-3. (Allan
Walstad, Reviewer.)
In the opening chapter of this volume, the authors assert
that econophysics “provides a promising alternative to, and a
more empirically based foundation for the study of economic
phenomena than [what they call] the mainstream axiom-
based economic theory.” Mainstream economics, they say, is
divorced from empirical observation and deserves to be
called “economathematics.” The epithet is ironic, since it
most accurately describes the contents of their own book: a
series of mathematical exercises in which land, labor, capital
and entrepreneurship are nowhere to be found, for which
physics itself serves entirely as window dressing. Far from
abandoning empiricism, economics has an entire branch,
econometrics, devoted to collecting economic statistics and
testing mathematical models thereof. Stripped of irrelevant
physics and unrealistic modeling assumptions, the subject
matter of the book under review reduces to a distinctly mod-
est, yet interesting, core that is best described as a variant of
econometrics.
Chapters 2 and 3 develop the mathematics of the random
walk as a model for financial market price movements and
point out its inability to reproduce the observed fat tails and
temporal volatility clustering in the statistics thereof. I was
disappointed at the cursory mention of log-periodic oscilla-
tions, which had been touted for years in the econophysics
literature as a basis for predicting market crashes. Chapter 4
describes the analysis of cross-correlations among the price
movements of stocks, how these correlations differ in devel-
oping versus developed markets, and their significance for
investment portfolios. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 go on to discuss
power-law, log-normal, and combined distributions as repre-
sentations of economic data ranging from price fluctuations
to the distribution of wealth. Chapters 8 and 9 develop
“agent-based” models to explain the origin of the observed
statistics. Chapter 10, arguably the most interesting of the
book, applies network (or “graph”) theory to the web of
international trade. The volume concludes with a fanciful
prospectus followed by 100 pages of physics tutorial.
The lack of relevance of the physics is startling.1 In
Chapter 2, the Langevin and Einstein-Stokes equations of
Brownian motion, derived in one section, play no role in the
discussion of random walks as a description of price move-
ments. Similarly, in Chapter 8, the derivation of the Maxwel-
lian velocity distribution is completely irrelevant to the so-
called “gas-like” models of exchange which follow. The
models themselves depict purely zero-sum exchanges with
winners and losers, which might reasonably characterize the
interaction of rival warlords or criminal gangs but not free
trades, which can take place only if both parties gain thereby
in their own judgment.
Consider also the model in Chapter 5 for reproducing
power-law tails in the distribution of market returns. Price
movements are taken to be dominated by speculators who
buy and sell based on past movements and whose trades
themselves drive prices up and down. Fair enough as a hy-
pothesis, but how plausible is the authors’ assumption that at
each moment a speculator first decides whether to engage in
a transaction, and only then decides whether it will be a pur-
chase or a sale? Is it not more likely that the decision to
make a trade comes after the identification of an underpriced
asset worth buying or an overpriced asset in one’s own port-
folio needing to be sold? How plausible is the further
assumption that speculators become less likely to trade as
the price deviates farther from a moving average of earlier
prices? The authors derive this assumption from the observa-
tion that the lifetime of a limit order is greater, the farther it
is from the current bid-ask price. But there is no logical con-
nection between this fact and the distance of the current price
from an average of earlier prices.
Having decided to make a trade, the probability that a
speculator decides to sell is taken to follow the form:
PðsellÞ ¼ 1
1 þ exp b log Pt
Pt1
  ;
where Pt is the current price, Pt1 is the most recent previous
price, and b is an adjustable parameter. The authors say they
have adopted this expression from the Fermi function, but
the similarity arises solely from their choice to represent a
simple algebraic expression as the exponential of a loga-
rithm. The entire model boils down to an assumption that
speculators avoid trading when prices stray far from their
recent averages, but as the average catches up with the cur-
rent price they become more active, selling on upward price
fluctuations and buying on downward ones. Is this true?
What does it have to do with physics?
What are worthwhile here are the statistical explorations
themselves of price fluctuations and cross-correlations, their
significance for investment portfolio design, the comparisons
of different markets, and the application of graph theory to
the web of international trade. In the latter case, one finds a
plausible first-order model in which the likelihood of trade
between two countries increases with the product of their re-
spective economic outputs. Nevertheless, once again the
importation from physics of terms such as “fugacity” and
“grand canonical partition function” is otiose. I enjoyed the
biographical sketches dispersed throughout the book. On the
other hand, the index was too sparse to be very useful.
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In Chapter 11, the authors foresee econophysics “making
it possible to perform a scientifically rigorous reappraisal of
the consequences of economic growth, and even whether
growth is desirable under all circumstances.” On what is this
hope based? There is no substantial treatment of economic
growth in the entire preceding ten chapters. Models of shar-
ing or competing for wealth and services are purely zero-
sum.
Mainstream economics may indeed be seriously flawed,
but econophysics (as presented here) does not offer a serious
alternative. All the statistical explorations, unrealistic
assumptions, and gratuitous appeals to physics, taken to-
gether, do not even add up to a coherent discipline.
1See also Martin Schaden’s review in this journal of a book on “quantum
finance” that lacks quantum mechanics: Am. J. Phys. 78(6), 664–665 (2010).
Allan Walstad completed his Ph.D. in astronomy at the
University of Massachusetts in 1975. He is an associate
professor of physics at the University of Pittsburgh at
Johnstown, where he has taught since 1978. Along with
general physics, his interests include economics and the
philosophy of science.
A Wealth of Numbers: An Anthology of 500 years of
Popular Mathematics Writing. Benjamin Wardhaugh.
(ed.) 388 pp. Princeton U.P., 2012. Price: $45.00 (cloth)
ISBN 978-0-69114775-8. (John A. Adam, Reviewer.)
To describe the landscape encompassed by this book I can
do no better than to quote the dust jacket: “A Wealth of Num-
bers includes recreational, classroom, and work mathematics;
mathematical histories and biographies; accounts of higher
mathematics; explanations of mathematical instruments; dis-
cussions of how math should be taught and learned; reflections
on the place of math in the world; and math in fiction and
humor.” More such details can be found on the Princeton Uni-
versity Press website. I shall use this as a point of departure to
describe the highlights of my own trajectory through the book.
Not being a huge fan of puzzles, I skimmed Chapter One
(“Sports and Pastimes, Done by Number: Mathematical Tricks,
Mathematical Games”) to find some fascinating tidbits in the
next (“Much Necessary for All States of Men: From Arithmetic
to Algebra.”) Who can fail to be intrigued by J. E. Thompson’s
1931 article on “Cubic Equations for the Practical Man”!
The book contains a plethora of items from sources
devoted to women, though at times they appear somewhat
patronizing. In chapter 3, for example, Wardhaugh selects
some questions from The Ladies’ Diary—which ran from
1701 to 1841. The first of these (and seemingly the simplest,
with three alternative solutions submitted by readers) is:
What two numbers are those whose product, difference of
their squares, and the ratio or quotient of their cubes, are all
equal to each other? (The Golden Ratio is the smaller of the
two.) Other questions concern areas of fields, the distance
between summits of hills, and length of tree shadows, to
name but a few. My particular favorite is: “I have seen a
sheep leap from a bridge very high, into water, and swim
out. Now, if a globe, whose weight is 112 pounds, and one
foot in diameter, fall from an eminence ten yards high, how
deep must the water be, just to destroy all the globe’s veloc-
ity, supposing the density of air, water, and the globe to be
in the ratios 1.2:1000:10,000 respectively.” I wonder how
appreciated such a question might be on a “Physics 101”
final examination.
I liked the inclusion of Introduction to Spherical Geometry
(Horatio Nelson Robinson, 1854) and Napier’s Rules (Alan
Clive Gardner, 1956) in the fourth Chapter (“Drawyng,
Measuring and Proporcion”: Geometry and Trigonometry).
One of my favorite Chapters was the next (Maps, Monsters,
and Riddles: The Worlds of Mathematical Popularization). It
includes the entry Newton for the Ladies (Francesco Algarotti,
1739) and Einstein’s Real Achievement (Oliver Lodge,
1921)—a brief discussion of special relativity. There is also
an excellent piece, Saddles and Soap Bubbles by Iakov Isae-
vich Khurgin (1974).
Passing over Chapter Six (“To Ease and Expedite the Work:
Mathematical Instruments and How to Use Them”) we next en-
counter “How Fine a Mind: Mathematicians Past”. An anony-
mous entry from The Children’s Picture-Book of Good and
Great Men (1860) features a “charming, though not exactly
accurate” portrayal of Isaac Newton. A piece containing items
about the great mathematicians Emmy Noether (Her Absolute,
Incomparable Uniqueness, B. L. van der Waerden, 1935),
Leonhard Euler (Analysis Incarnate, Carl Boyer, 1968) and
Ramanujan (Hardy and Littlewood Rummage, Robert Kanigel,
1991) close out this very interesting Chapter. Chapter Eight is
devoted to extremely practical matters, as its name suggests
(“By Plain and Practical Rules: Mathematics at Work”). This
includes topics on sailing, high-pressure engines, the strength of
materials, plumbing and hydraulics, and automobile mechanics.
The loquacious-sounding Chapter Nine (“The Speedier
Expedition of Their Learning: Thoughts on Teaching and
Learning Mathematics”) contains some real gems. I enjoyed
The Idea of Velocity (1760) by Euler in his Letters to a
German Princess, and A Mother Explains Comets (Catherine
Vale Whitwell, 1823). In this latter entry, a dialogue between
a mother and her daughter, I was very impressed by the
daughter’s questions, and would certainly encourage her to
pursue a degree in the astronomical sciences (or perhaps to
teach both science and English to my students!) [Thus: “I
have heard various conjectures respecting the cause of the
tails of the comets; will you have the goodness to mention to
me the most plausible opinion?”]. For me, the highlight of
this Chapter was Higher Mathematics for Women (Mrs.
Henry Sidgwick, 1912). She was Principal of the all-female
Newnham College, Cambridge, and a promoter of university
education for women. In citing this article, Wardhaugh
writes “Her warning against teaching and learning mathe-
matics only ‘because it is useful for something else’ retains
its force in the twenty-first century.” Excellent stuff.
Chapter Ten (“So Fundamentally Useful a Science: Reflec-
tions on Mathematics and Its Place in the World”) was the one
to which I first turned, but containing as it does items from
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1481 through to 1978, I found, not surprisingly, the most recent
entries the easiest to read and absorb. The jewel in the crown
for me, and I suspect for many readers of AJP, was Feynman’s
1965 essay The Character of Physical Law, but a (fairly distant)
second was Our Invisible Culture (Allen L. Hammond, 1978)
about the elusive human face of mathematics. I think that more
than three decades later, developments in mathematics and its
applications to biology in particular may render some aspects
of this entry dated, but then that is to be expected in a volume
spanning 500 years of mathematical writing!
The final Chapter (“The Mathematicians Who Never Were:
Fiction and Humor”) contains several amusing items, but I
gravitated immediately to an extract from Edwin Abbott’s
celebrated 1884 classic, Flatland (here subtitled A Sight of
Thine Interior). The joys of “dimensional interface phenom-
ena” are many and varied! In fact, several times in his Scien-
tific American essays Martin Gardner (1914–2010) discussed
the dimensional analogy, so I am astonished that there is no
mention of him in this book (at least, I could find none). He
was a well-known and highly regarded popular mathematics
and science writer, specializing in recreational mathematics.
His obituary in the NY Times described him as “puzzler and
polymath,” and the tribute to him in the Scientific American
noted that “For 25 years, he wrote Scientific American’s Math-
ematical Games column, educating and entertaining minds
and launching the careers of generations of mathematicians.”
In my opinion this certainly qualifies him for inclusion in this
eclectic survey of popular mathematics writing.
In summary, this book contains much hard-to-find mate-
rial that will be of particular interest to those who teach the
history of mathematics, but also to those who wish to
broaden their mathematical horizons in time (and space!),
despite the significant omission of some of Gardner’s prolific
writings. There is much here worth delving into, and that is
probably the best way to approach the book, rather than read-
ing it through directly.
John A. Adam is Professor of Mathematics at Old Dominion
University in Norfolk, VA. His current research interests are
associated with some theoretical problems in meteorological
optics. He is a frequent contributor to the Earth Science Pic-
ture of the Day website <http://epod.usra.edu>. He is
author of “Mathematics in Nature: Modeling Patterns in the
Natural World,” coauthor with Lawrence Weinstein of
“Guesstimation: Solving the World’s Problems on the Back
of a Cocktail Napkin,” “A Mathematical Nature Walk,” and
most recently “X and the City: Modeling Aspects of Urban
Life,” all published by Princeton University Press.
A First Course in Loop Quantum Gravity. Rodolfo Gam-
bini and Jorge Pullin. 191 pp. Oxford U.P., New York,
2011. Price: $62.95 (hardcover) ISBN 978-0-19-
959075-9. (Seth Major, Reviewer.)
Once we have it, quantum gravity will explain the micro-
structure of space-time. Is space continuous? What about
time? Does space-time geometry make sense near the initial
singularity? What is the description of physics deep inside a
black hole? What is the dimension of space-time on the
smallest length scales? These are the sort of questions, the
theory of quantum gravity is expected to answer. The essence
of our search for the theory is an exploration of the quantum
foundations of space-time.
The theory of quantum gravity is a fascinating subject full
of wonderful conceptual and technical challenges. It is no
wonder that Rodolfo Gambini and Jorge Pullin wish to intro-
duce it to undergraduates with a “light and nimble” (p. iv)
presentation in A First Course in Loop Quantum Gravity.
General relativity makes a strong statement: geometry is
physical, rather than a mere array of background coordinates
over which field and particle dynamics unfolds. At times
called general coordinate invariance, or diffeomorphism
invariance, the background independence of general relativ-
ity makes sense for the theory of the space-time geometry
with which and on which stuff happens. It is also radically
different from other well-tested physical theories that typi-
cally assume a great deal of background structure.
Loop quantum gravity is an attempt, as yet incomplete, to
quantize Einstein’s theory of general relativity in four
space-time dimensions while retaining its background inde-
pendence. In the Hamiltonian approach taken, the kinemat-
ics (the quantum geometry of space) is quantized before the
dynamics (the evolution of spatial geometry). To date, loop
quantum gravity has succeeded at the first step. Building on
methods from field theory, an essentially unique quantum
theory of spatial geometry emerges. Loop quantum gravity
predicts discrete spectra of familiar geometric quantities
such as length, area, volume, and angle. Acting like quan-
tum mechanical angular momentum operators, these opera-
tors give the physical geometry. The scale of the granularity
in geometry is set by the fantastically remote Planck length,
or about 1035 m.
As one would expect from a quantum theory of geometry,
the state space is suitably weird. For instance, there exist
states for which surfaces have area, but every closed surface
encloses vanishing volume. The state space is also suitably
familiar. The space contains states that closely approximate
our apparent Euclidean geometry of daily life.
Loop quantum gravity has also achieved success in appli-
cations to cosmology, black holes, and even the nascent
field of quantum gravity phenomenology. However, before
the dynamics is complete, the theory must be regarded as
tentative.
In presenting this fascinating but incomplete theory, there
are two immediate issues to settle—the reader’s background
knowledge and the expected depth of understanding. Wisely
choosing not to include general relativity in the required
background, the authors state that they assume electrody-
namics, Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics, special rel-
ativity, and quantum mechanics. In fact, the requirements go
a bit beyond this with such topics as index notation and com-
plex analysis. But the gaps between core subjects in the
undergraduate physics major and the book could be bridged
in a class setting. As to the expected depth of understanding,
the authors announce their modest goal of hoping that
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readers “get some minimal grasp of the subject in a relatively
short amount of time” (p. iii). Their nuts and bolts approach
is light and breezy. Anyone who recalls the heady days of
the early development of loop quantum gravity, and the 1993
paper “Knot theory and quantum gravity in loop space: a pri-
mer” by Pullin, will recognize his flowing style and drive in
the text. It is particularly apparent in the “Further Devel-
opments” chapter, where readers new to the field will be car-
ried along, assuming they are not looking for details.
The authors’ approach allows for views of the facades of
the fields involved in constructing the city of quantum grav-
ity. In just 90 pages, the books reviews special relativity, the
4-vector form of electrodynamics, general relativity, diffeo-
morphisms, the Hamiltonian formulation of general relativity,
constraint analysis, quantum field theory, renormalization,
and Yang-Mills theory. At this pace, the authors accurately
describe their book as an introduction to “elements” of these
subjects. The advantage is that readers have a full view of the
scope of the background that underlies loop quantum gravity.
But the approach leaves students little time to explore the in-
triguing interiors behind these facades and to build under-
standing of the city’s structure.
As is clear from the above list, the topics immediately veer
toward the graduate level. There are moments when the pace
is breathtaking. For instance, when the definition of the Ham-
iltonian constraint is reviewed we are rushed through the
streets, “Starting with the Poisson bracket, we see that the par-
allel transport within it goes to the identity plus a term propor-
tional to the connection. The identity will have vanishing
Poisson bracket with the volume, so the only contribution will
come from the connection" (p. 119). This leads to the question
of why one would present this subject, fundamentally built on
graduate level material, to undergraduates. The best use I can
see is for departments with sufficient depth and resources
seeking to add variety for their advanced undergraduates. A
course based on this book meets the genuine student interest
for an introduction to this frontier of fundamental theoretical
physics. Certainly the text fills a gap in the existing literature,
because the two existing introductory texts by Carlo Rovelli
(Quantum Gravity, Cambridge U.P., 2004) and Thomas Thie-
mann (Modern Canonical Quantum General Relativity, Cam-
bridge U.P., 2007) are clearly at the graduate level. For such
courses, the book provides a basis for a fast-paced introduc-
tion to loop quantum gravity as it stands today.
Seth Major is an Associate Professor of Physics at Hamilton
College. His research interests are in the formulation quantum
gravity and where it might lead in terms of possible observa-
tional consequences and in terms of shifts in foundations.
Seven Tales of the Pendulum. Gregory L. Baker. 248 pp.
Oxford U.P., New York, 2011. Price: $44.95
(hardcover) ISBN 978-0-199-58951-7. (Arnold Wolfen-
dale, Reviewer.)
There are many reasons why a youngster should choose a
particular profession. In my own case, remarkably, the pen-
dulum played an important role. The reasons were several.
One was the history of the pendulum’s application as a time-
keeper: Galileo’s timing of the swings of the cathedral
incense-pot using his own pulse as the datum clock. Here
was a historical experiment that one could carry out by one-
self. Another reason, which came later, was the knowledge
that I could prove the equation for the period of a pendulum
in terms of length and the acceleration due to gravity,
myself, and understand it. Gosh!
Even including circular motion the pendulum is supreme. By
its smooth transfer of potential energy into kinetic, and back, it
seems to epitomize the behavior of so many systems in the phys-
ical universe. Even biological systems have their equivalent.
The book under review rests heavily on The Pendulum: A
Case Study in Physics by Gregory L. Baker and James A.
Blackburn, Oxford U.P. 2009. However, whereas the earlier
book related to the pendulum’s classical, chaotic and quantum
behavior, the present one ventures into broader pastures: the
historical development of science in the wider sense. Thus, to
a significant extent the two books are complementary.
Seven Tales is intended for a wide audience and is largely
non-technical, but it inevitably contains a modicum of math-
ematics. It succeeds in its purpose.
All the expected aspects of the pendulum are here: use in
studies of the Earth, applications in horology, measurement
of fundamental forces, large-amplitude swings (and their use
in horror-fiction!), chaotic pendulums, Foucault, synchron-
ized, and ’microscopic pendulums’—they are all here. All in
all, the book is a fascinating mixture of applications, their
backgrounds, and the personalities involved.
As a former UK Astronomer Royal, I was interested, but
disappointed by its brevity, in the story about G. B. Airy
(1801–1892) and his determination of the mean density of
the Earth. Using pendulums at ground level and under-
ground, initially in Cornwall, he managed to drop the appara-
tus down the shaft and also set fire to the pit! Later
experiments near the Reviewer’s home in Durham (UK)
were more successful, although his claim to have measured
the density of the Earth to within 2/3% turned out to be
grossly in error. As Baker points out, the error was 20%.
Leon Foucault (1819–1868), a brilliant scientist, is given
good coverage. His invention of the precision gyroscope and
his contributions to astronomy by way of inventing techniques
for manufacturing large mirrors are described. Particularly
well covered are the events leading to the realization of the
relationship of the swing of the pendulum to the rotation of
the Earth. Foucault’s personal interaction with Louis Napo-
le´on Bonaparte, the future Emperor Napoleon III, led to the
construction of the great 67 m, 28-kg pendulum in the Pan-
theon in Paris in March, 1851. What a story…and well told.
What, then, of this book? High marks for the mixture of
sensible science and fascinating sociology. I wish it well.
Sir Arnold Wolfendale, FRS the 14th Astronomer Royal, is Pres-
ident of the Antiquarian Horological Society and Past-President
of the European Physical Society. He initiated the Memorial to
John Harrison in Westminster Abbey as well as the Harrison
Medal of the Worshipful Company of Clockmakers.
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